Is there anything else you would like to share with us?
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Had a great time! Hotel staff were very good, food was excellent!
the food was very good but the male waiter seemed to annoyed when at the bar and distracted at the evening
meal. Guess they were short handed.
All in all it was a very good and well staged program BUT LET THE GUESS SPEAKER SPEAK FREELY, did
not enjoy the two person stage show...
I appreciate the hard work everybody organizing did. Thanks for doing a great job!
It was a wonderful event. I missed the gimmick rally, I'm sure I would have a lot to complain about if I was able
to attend.. :-) And I would love to see an auction on the schedule. AROC members selling interesting and
valuable goods to the highest bidder, and maybe even a car or two. That would be a BLAST!
Pre tour was AWESOME but days were too long. WOuld like optional end at 3pm
Tours tend to go a bit long into the day. My preference is to be done by 3:00pm to allow some downtime before
evening activities.
Great convention planners. Above, I did not rate the events in which we did not participate.
Very disappointed in convention organization. No TSD Rally, no guided tours, no Auto Cross, no additional
dinners on nights of convention except Banquet. Very boring convention, nothing to do so left early along with
others leaving early. Also hotel was run down and short of staff. Make sure all events are offered to
participants in future conventions or no body will be attending.
Thank you for all your hard work
Many thanks to the organizers! A great event.
Good job, It was a very enjoyable week
? hard to pick ?
Minor point but more hoses and buckets were needed for the car wash station. It would also be good to have at
least one hose / bucket available throughout the convention, for those who want to wash their cars when they
get there. But overall it was awesome. Thanks for all your work!
Very well done!
Too much time at the hotel, which was run down and unprepared for a large group.
Very well done!
Keep the banquet program simple and brisk, like this year. Be sure that all information and registration assets
are ready to go and released contemporaneously, e.g. aroc-usa links to registration at the same time the
registration site goes up.
Hotel was "worn out", and staff seemed to reflect overworking, but the hotel had minimal impact on convention.
Food was very good. The full meal at opening event was amazing. Funkhana was just that, and maybe nice
alternative and easier to stage than classes of entrants at regular Autocross.
A great experience. There is a lot of experience and technical skill in group...have tables set up to answer tech
questions and discuss common Alfa problems.
Thank you for all your hard work...
one of the best conventions that I have attended
Over all it was an enjoyable experience
It would be nice to have a list of attendees. I realize some would object because they donâ€™t want to end up
on someoneâ€™s marketing site. Use a opt in or opt out option. Great job overall. Thanks to the
committeeðŸ‘ðŸ‘
T-shirtâ€™s couldâ€™ve been a better design and better color
A professional photographer taking pictures of all the cars to upload or even sell.
Overall... tons of fun.
overall very well done
I've been going to AROC conventions since 1976, and in the past few years, the track event, which is very
expensive, had attracted fewer and fewer entrants. I know that there are hard core track folks in the club, but
continuing to have time trials needs to be discussed.
one drink ticket could have been included with any dinner included in the package. The breakfast buffet
seemed to be rather limited...
The housekeeping staff was nice.
Otherwise a "big thank you" to the organizers!
Thank you for organizing the event, we have enjoyed it.
Wish we could have been there. Hoped that there couod have been a partial refund if we were not able to
attend like a lot of other conferences/national meetings.
Time conflicts, i.e.: parade laps & museum tours. Less down time between events, avoid big gaps. Self guiding
tours/ sightseeing. Include all fees in registration. ie: museum fees, lunch fees,
Positive good experience. Very happy I attended.
I had a great time.
The slide show of the pre-convention tour on the TV of the hotel rooms when we checked in was great!
My first convention and I greatly enjoyed it.
NWARC did a fine job of putting on the convention.
No. I was only able to make it one day due to circumstances. Great people at the convention. I will try to make
plane to make the next one.
get a hotel where the bar is open and the restaurant doesn't close at 1pm.
After pre-tour (Sun, Mon, Tues) there was too much down-time until concours on Saturday. Why have a full-day
just for the Board to meet (can't they do this online with web meeting?). The vendor hours were too long for
them; should have more limited time (I felt sorry for them). Finally, the banquet was like a cattle stampede when
the doors opened and so loud that you couldn't talk at the round tables. Also the speaker topic should have
been more auto-related. Too much like a bro-show between two guys sharing inside jokes.
Really enjoyed the short tour to Port Townsend. Shame we couldn't have a few fast laps at the track in our
rental car!
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Overall, to compare this national convention with past conventions....I would rate it a 4.5 out of 10.
Would have enjoyed a hotel with better amenities
while I think that there are core activities that everyone enjoys, each convention committee needs to refine to fit
their area
We had a great time and everything the AROC folks did was either excellent or very good. The hotel.....not so
much.
After driving over 1000 miles to get there, driving tours, gokarting etc were not things I wanted to do so we
came up arriving Friday and left on Saturday. There wasn't a lot to see or do besides the cars themselves, so
my 12 year old was kind of bored (OK, I was a bit bored too). I found myself asking what I had paid $95 for?
I'm not sure how to make it better in the future. By mid morning Saturday I felt like I had seen everything
besides the swap meet, which was too late in the day for me as I wanted to get a start back home.
Wasn't aware of a cellphone contest. Complete lack of participation from Alfa (Fiat) is a major mistake on their
part. Thanks for organizing, if the event is near me again I'd maybe attend but wouldn't drive far to one again.
Beer wash ?
It would be nice to have gatherings around specific models/eras to get those owners together.
Over all a great time. Loved the preconvention drives, however they were a bit long as each one was over 9
hours. Something on the order of 5-7 hours might have been more appropriate.
I was not able to attend the entire convention, therefore was unable to answer all the questions. Overall Debi
Schmid, her committee and all the volunteers helped to create a wonderful, fun and event filled week and
should be used as a template for all future conventions. A+ rating.
Great job! Thanks to everyone who worked to make it happen!!
The venue was ideal, particularly the ease of going the various activities at the hotel. The outdoor swimming
pool should be a priority for future Convention venues. Ideal for young family attendees.
Thank you to all volunteers who make this happen. Our Club board/organization should take on core
responsibilities such as registration so local clubs can focus on events.
Relatively few jewelry vendors (Which is OK!) Model show will be important when I actually assemble my
Pocher.
we had a wonderful time!
we had a wonderful experience.
keeping the events centralized is important for socialization
no
Thanks to the committee for making this a wonderful experience!
strive to always keep the AROC family-oriented
we had a great time - thanks!
document issues for future convention organizers
great convention thank you
there were a couple of days with events scheduled too close together, but don't eliminate them!
excellent: 99.8/100.
GREAT TIME !!!!
leftover fettucine from Falls Terrace
the Ridge track experience was very poor for non-drivers.
Make each "event" have more of a meet and greet element
Our first convention, so take answers with a grain of salt.
Overall, excellent, the hotel itself was a bit jaded (old), needs an update. The grounds and overall venue for the
Alfa Romeos made the physical site a 95 percent win hotel and food (breakfast) was the 5 percent loser.
It is a national Alfa convention and it should be about the cars. Too much distraction with Tour to Italy etc. that
are catered to a few members. The club is getting to be multi-tiered with special receptions giving to special
members and people that went to the Italy tour.
How about a forum (perhaps simplest to set up on the AlfaBB, or Facebook) where attendees can connect
before/after the convention? For example, I would have brought some bulkier parts to the swap meet if I could
have gauged interest first, and might have posted a note to say what I'm looking to buy.
keep up the good work, thanks for all your efforts
Thanks for a great convention! We put over 5,000 miles on our Alfa with no regrets or problems on the road.
The pre-convention tours were fun, but there was a little something missing on the tours because the new Alfas
are great, but they are not as interesting as the old ones, which now comprise anything from 1993 or older. Not
sure there is a way to remedy this, but it was sure fun when people stood at the side of the road and waved to a
line of Alfas.

